Spacebase blueprints: how to organise... a hackathon

A hackathon is all about organising a space for people to come together and solve problems.
Teams are given a scenario and have a fixed amount of time to work out technical solutions,
which usually combine different sets of skills - coders, data analysts, designers and
salespeople. Projects need to be innovative, relevant and feasible. Once time’s up, each team
presents their ideas and the judges select a winner.
To run well, you need a space that will help people focus and support all the latest tech devices.
Hackathons are competitive and so can be very intense - some run for 24 hours nonstop, some
for a full week. At the same time, events like these are a valuable way to harness the fast pace
of the startup scene to drive experimental thinking and innovation. For people who work well
under pressure, or simply love a challenge, they can also be great fun!
Our blueprint takes the stress out of the equation - here you will find ideas, tips and tricks to
make sure your hackathon runs smoothly, in a positive and productive atmosphere.
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Pax.
●
●

Participants (enough for 4-5 teams, each 3-5 people)
Judges (3 pax - aim for people with different expertise and perspectives)

Room set-up
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Equipment.
● Snacks
● Plenty of (strong) coffee
● Power strips, for teams to plug in laptops and equipment.
● Sleeping materials, if teams will be working through the night - cushions, blankets, etc.
● AV equipment for presentations
● A prize for the winning team (international flights, a hot device, a chance to interview at a
major tech firm)
Space inspiration
Choose spaces with plenty of floorspace, powerpoints and fast WiFi.

One Piece Work In San Jose
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Duo Works in Austin, Texas

XO Projects in Hamburg
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Appendix #1. Problem statements
At the heart of the hackathon is a problem statement. This defines the problem which hacker
teams need to respond to. A problem statement should give a view of a particular situation (the
status quo) and point out areas which need problem solving and new ideas.
i) On average, drivers in Paris spent 237 hours sitting in traffic in 2018. How might we
help manage traffic in the city better and optimise daily flows of motor vehicles?
ii) Around 1.2 billion air conditioning units are in use around the world, yet most units
barely function at 14% maximum efficiency. How could efficiency be increased? (Richard
Branson’s Global Cooling Challenge).
iii) Brand X is trying to improve engagement with customers under the age of 30.
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